
Chapter 2
System Description

The DASC may be configured to support a variety of tactical situ-
ations. A radio-intensive air control agency, DASC uses manual
information displays, procedural control, and voice communica-
tions systems to direct and coordinate direct air support activities.

AN/TSQ-207 Communications Air Support Central

The primary DASC communications/operations platform is AN/
TSQ-207 communications air support central (CASC). It consists
of five identical hardware configurable, lightweight multipurpose
shelters (LMS) and associated support equipment (e.g., environ-
mental control units, quick erect tents, antennas, cables, and
computer equipment) mounted on high mobility, multipurpose
wheeled vehicles (HMMWVs). Each vehicle tows a M116A3
trailer that carries a generator and some combination of cables,
antennas, and a tent. 

Each shelter provides rack space, antennas, as well as signal and
power distribution for the very high frequency (VHF), ultrahigh fre-
quency (UHF), high frequency (HF), telephone, and requisite en-
cryption assets organic to the Marine air support squadron (MASS). 
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Communications Distribution

The command, control, and communications distribution system
is comprised of a system called MESHnet that allows the opera-
tor to interface the following items: 

l User control device (UCD) allows the operator access to the
radios, intercom, and telephone. With the UCD, the operator
can monitor four nets at one time and remotely switch crypto
devices on and off. 

l Network access unit (NAU) is the heart of the MESHnet. It
routes traffic among UCDs and interfaces with radios, tele-
phones, and an Ethernet computer network. 

l Ethernet interface unit (EIU) connects the Ethernet local area
network with the NAU. 

System Configuration

The AN/TSQ-207 is preconfigured to support a Marine expe-
ditionary force (MEF) DASC, (i.e., 2 communications vari-
ants, 3 operations variants, and 20 operator workstations).
Each communications variant is cabled to support three UHF
GRC-171 radios, two UHF/VHF VRC-83 radios, two HF
VRC-102 radios, two external HF radios, and one external
UHF/VHF radio. A MEF-level CASC provides—

l 24 radios. 
l 9 (32-KB) or 18 (16-KB) telephone lines.
l 20 user control devices.
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AN/UYQ-3A Mobile Direct Air Support Center (Airborne) 

The AN/UYQ-3A mobile DASC (airborne) (DASC[A]) (fig. 2-1)
provides an echelon capability in MEF or Marine expeditionary
brigade (MEB) operations or as an airborne platform in KC-130
aircraft. In addition to airborne operations, the shelter can also be
operated from a truck. AN/UYQ-3A employment options provide
the MAGTF with flexible direct air support control options. See
table 2-1 for equipment characteristics. 

Figure 2-1. AN/UYQ-3A DASC(A).
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Operator Positions

The AN/UYQ-3A shelter contains seven crew positions. Each
crew position is equipped with a control panel to access the shel-
ter’s radios and internal communication system.

Communications

The AN/UYQ-3A contains three UHF, one VHF, and two HF
systems along with each radio’s associated cryptographic device.
The AN/UYQ-3A also has the ability to use external radios when
in the airborne operational configuration. However, special ar-
rangements must be made with the supporting KC-130 squadron
to externally mount antennas to the host airframe.

Situation Displays

The AN/UYQ-3A has one primary map display for plotting air-
craft position, fire support measures, friendly and enemy ground

Table 2-1. Equipment Characteristics.

Length 12 feet, 8 inches

Width 7 feet

Height 7 feet

Square 87.6 square feet

Cube 614 cubic feet

Weight 6,000 pounds (approximately)

Power requirements 115/208 volts, 400 hertz, 15 kilowatts, 3 phase, 4 wire
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situation, and air control points and measures. Smaller situation
displays are available at operator positions for the use of individ-
ual operators.

AN/MRC-145/138 and Man-Portable Radios

During low intensity operations (i.e., Marine expeditionary unit
[MEU] or echelon), the air support element (ASE) will provide
liaison personnel to mobile ground forces and perform limited air
support control functions for short durations. In these situations,
the ASE typically employs mobile configurations that operate
from mobile radio communication (MRC) vehicles or use man-
portable radios. When MRC vehicles are used to support DASC,
echelon or liaison functions, a 60-cycle generator is preferred for
radio power.

Mobile Electric Power

The MASS provides its own 60-hertz mobile electric power to
support DASC operations.

Capabilities

The flexibility, mobility, and echelon capability of the DASC
make it an effective command and control agency. 
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Flexibility

The MASS is capable of task-organizing to provide a variety of
direct air support control options. Mission flexibility is demon-
strated by the DASC’s capability to operate from ground sites or
from an airborne platform. 

Mobility

MASS equipment is transportable via conventional air, ground,
rail or surface shipping means. The MASS table of equipment
provides organic motor transportation equipment that is capable
of moving DASC equipment. DASC equipment required to sup-
port a MEF/MEB can be set up and operational in approximately
1 hour after it arrives on site. However, materials handling equip-
ment support not organic to the MASS is required to move
shelters when loading the AN/UYQ-3A into a KC-130 for air-
borne DASC (DASC[A]) operations.

Echelon Capability

The DASC has the capability of moving to alternate locations with
uninterrupted operations. During such movements, the DASC
would delegate its functions to an echelon DASC or DASC(A).

Limitations

The DASC is limited to procedural control and line-of-sight
(LOS) communications. Its large electronic signature also limits
the DASC.
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Procedural Control 

The DASC does not possess radar or digital data link equipment.
Therefore, situational awareness depends on pilot/terminal con-
troller reports regarding the aircraft’s position.

Line-of-Sight Communications

The DASC is susceptible to UHF and VHF LOS communications
limitations. The curvature of the earth and terrain can preclude ef-
fective communications, especially with low flying aircraft.

Electronic Signature

The DASC has a large electronic signature generated by its com-
munications equipment. Effective planning and employment of
emission control (EMCON) procedures are paramount to maxi-
mizing survivability. 

Equipment Upgrades and Replacements

Improvements to Marine direct air support control capabilities en-
compass the service life extension program for the DASC(A) and
the common aviation command and control system (CAC2S). 

CAC2S will provide a suite of common equipment utilized in air,
land, and sea configurations. CAC2S operational nodes, cur-
rently referred to as the DASC, tactical air operations center
(TAOC), air traffic control (ATC), and low altitude air defense
will use shared, distributed information systems and databases to
enhance rapid, flexible planning and execution.


